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Wow, that’s a lot of data.

Must be strong cryptography!

$ tcpdump -n -e \

host 199.19.54.1 &

shows packet sizes:

dig sends 89-byte IP packet

to the .org DNS server,

receives 654-byte IP packet.

See more DNSSEC data:

$ dig +dnssec any \

org @199.19.54.1

Sends 74-byte IP packet,

receives two IP fragments

totalling 2653 bytes.
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18

Interlude: the attacker’s view

What happens if we aim

this data at someone else?
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Interlude: the attacker’s view

What happens if we aim
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Download DNSSEC zone list:

wget -m -k -I / \

secspider.cs.ucla.edu

cd secspider.cs.ucla.edu

awk ’

/GREEN.*GREEN.*GREEN.*Yes/ {

split($0,x,/<TD>/)

sub(/<\/TD>/,"",x[5])

print x[5]

}

’ ./*--zone.html \

| sort -u | wc -l
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DNS server software listed in

Wikipedia: BIND, Microsoft

DNS, djbdns, Dnsmasq, Simple

DNS Plus, NSD, Knot DNS,

PowerDNS, MaraDNS, pdnsd,

Nominum ANS, Nominum Vantio,

Posadis, Unbound, Cisco Network

Registrar, dnrd, gdnsd, YADIFA,

yaku-ns, DNS Blast.

Much wider variety of DNS

database-management tools, plus

hundreds of homegrown tools

written by DNS registrars etc.
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